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“... the biggest residential sale in Dallas history!”

Built: 1939
Expanded: 2000
2
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And more is coming...
5950 DELOACHE AVENUE
$33,500,000

Built in 1997, this 15,000 square
foot estate on 9 acres has hosted
presidents and celebrities,
captivated by the architectural
perfection of the legendary
Robert A.M. Stern.

ERIN MATHEWS

10210 STRAIT LANE
$27,500,000

Regarded as a work of art, the 11,000
square feet of symmetrical grace
was created in 1963 on 6.45 acres by
architectural icon Philip Johnson.

DAVID NICHOLS

4009 W. LAWTHER DRIVE
$17,500,000

Dallas’ most famous landmark,
Mt. Vernon dates to 1929 and was
home of oil pioneer H.L. Hunt for
years. Totally renovated in 2000,
the 27,200 square foot estate tops
10 acres overlooking another Dallas
landmark, White Rock Lake.
ALLIE BETH ALLMAN

4800 PARK LANE
$14,500,000

Home and symbol of the original
“Dallas“ television series, this
10,000 square foot Georgian
mansion on 4 acres was built
in 1939 and rebuilt in 2003.

ALLIE BETH ALLMAN
Information contained herein is believed to be correct, but neither agents nor owner assumes any responsibility for this information or gives any warranty to it. Square foot numbers and lot sizes will vary from county tax records to drawings
by appraisers. The Buyer should verify square foot numbers and lot sizes. The sale offering is made subject to errors, omissions, change of price, prior sale or withdrawal without notice. In accordance with the Law, this property is offered
without respect to race, color, creed or national origin.
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Community support of the Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society is vital
to preserving community awareness regarding the importance of protecting and
promoting historical, architectural, and cultural legacies of the Park Cities.
The events that allow us to give back to the community include the Annual Historic
Home Tour, the Distinguished Speaker Luncheon and the inaugural Classic & Antique
Car Show held each Spring.The proceeds fund an endowment that awards scholarships
to Highland Park High School seniors, support the Highland Park house in Dallas
Heritage Village, and landmarking of homes and community educational meetings.

Cynthia Beaird,
PCHPS President

The 2016 Home Tour on Saturday, April 9th features four architecturally significant
homes inextricably linked to the history and culture of the Park Cities. We thank the four generous
homeowners for making their homes available for our home tour visitors to enjoy.

We appreciate the commitment and assistance of our 2016 Presenting Sponsor, Allie Beth Allman and
Associates, who continue to provide valuable support and that of the home sponsors.
Each tour home has been thoughtfully and creatively renovated in the genre of “Shaping the Future of
Our Past.”
Sincerely,
Cynthia Beaird, President, Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society
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Library, SMU
See article on page 34.

Dear Friends,
We are thrilled to invite you to this year’s Distinguished
Speaker Luncheon on Wednesday, March 30, 2016 at the
Dallas Country Club.
The luncheon is our introduction and celebration of the
upcoming events. The Classic & Antique Car Show has been
added this year and is scheduled for Saturday, April 2 prior to
the 14th Annual Historical Home Tour on Saturday, April 9.

AXIS MAGAZINE

Teffy Jacobs,
Luncheon Co-Chair

Kim Calloway,
Luncheon Co-Chair

Venise Stuart, Home
Tour Chairman

We would like to thank Jan and Fred Hegi who have
graciously agreed to serve as honorary co-chairs for our events.
This year’s tour will feature some of the classic homes that
both University Park and Highland Park have to offer. What an
attraction these homes will be with their incredible art collections,
rooms outfitted with period pieces and attention to architectural
integrity.
Proceeds from the luncheon and tour fund scholarships and
help further our mission to preserve and promote the history,
architecture, aesthetics and cultural traditions of the Park Cities.
Tickets are available on our website at pchps.org.
Most sincerely,
Doris Jacobs, Teffy & Kim, Luncheon Chairmen
Venise Stuart, Home Tour Chairman

Please join Park Cities Historic and
Preservation Society on our website:
4

Doris Jacobs,
Luncheon Co-Chair

www.pchps.org

Distinguished Speaker Luncheon
Wednesday, March 30, 2016
Registration 11:15am
Luncheon noon - 1:30pm
Dallas Country Club
4155 Mockingbird Lane
Jan and Fred Hegi, Honorary Chairs
Doris Jacobs, Kim Calloway,
and Teffy Jacobs, Co-Chairs

For comments or suggestions
please email us at:

info@pchps.org
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Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society
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THE STORIES THEY TELL…
By Dan McKeithen, Car Show Chairman

W

hy do we love old cars? Is it the four-wheeled
sentimentality rolling past, prompting a nod or a
second look? Is it an appreciation for the design
and aesthetic? It’s probably some of both, but most car guys
and gals will tell you that a major appeal of the hobby is
exploring the history of the vehicles they collect or admire
and then sharing with fellow enthusiasts stories of past
owners, acquisition efforts, and perhaps tales of resurrection
and redemption. In fact, the term often used to capture this
side of the interest is “carcheology” – the discovery of how a
vehicle came to be where it is and what it is today.
Story telling is a uniquely human endeavor and has its roots
in the earliest development of our species. Shared in every
culture essentially since the beginning of time, stories provide
an historical context and an association not only with our
past, but also in our present, in a way that is tangible and
relatable. Social scientists, psychologists, and even biologists
agree that narrative is as fundamental to the human condition
as is breathing or eating. So perhaps it’s the stories they tell.
Occasionally the memories these stories evoke draw us to
these rolling reflections of bygone days.

6
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Yet, documentation is not always available, and these types
of vehicles are scarce. So, the more compelling and common
record of an old car often exists in the oral history provided
by its current owner. In some cases, it’s a personal connection
with the car and in others it’s simply an accounting of what
they know or have been able to discern about the car’s path
from production to present. One local resident learned that
a vehicle purchased for parts, after having been parked for
many years, was essentially still all original – just as it rolled
off the line at the Ford Assembly plant on Grand Avenue in
Dallas where it was built in 1963. Although maybe not all that
valuable from a collector perspective, this car has a unique link
to the history and heritage of this community. Rather than
“parting it out,” that owner has decided to save it, planning a
restoration based on its past, not its potential resale value.

In the Park Cities, the 4th of July parade has become a
showcase for some of the treasures stored in the
garages of friends and neighbors.They carry
politicians, cheerleaders, and the occasional water
gun assault team much to the delight of the crowds,
who love seeing them roll by and appreciate
that they are cared for and showcased on that
occasion. On April 2, 2016, the Park Cities
Historic and Preservation Society will
host its first car show at Burleson Park,
providing another opportunity to get up
close and personal with some of these old cars.
In this case, owners will be nearby to share
anecdotes, to relate their experiences with
these vehicles, and to tell others what makes
Saturday, April 2
them worthy of the commitment of both
Open to the public
time and garage space. So plan a day at the
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
park not only enjoying the assemblage of
Burleson Park
collector and antique vehicles but also meeting
3000 University Blvd.
their owners, who undoubtedly will have
Rain date April 9
plenty of stories to tell. U

Old cars, like old houses, have history and provenance.
Their stewards carry these stories as an integral
component of their ownership. They hope that
others will be interested and want to know more,
which may underlie the current popularity of car
shows. Chances are, anyone driving or showing
an older vehicle will have plenty to share and
will eagerly relate what they know about
the car, along with a chronicle of their
own experiences.
When it comes to classic and antique
automobiles, this history can be, and often
is, a significant consideration with respect to
market value. Collectors go to great lengths to
document production data, ownership records,
and service histories. Original window stickers,
owner’s manuals, past registration documents,
assembly plant build sheets (sometimes tucked
under the carpet or in the springs of a seat at
the factory), and even old photos are highly
sought after artifacts underpinning the history

of a vehicle. Limited production characteristics, unique
ownership, custom designs, or a history in film or on the track
can add significantly to the value. The original Batmobile,
designed and built by Hollywood auto customizer George
Barris for the 1960’s TV series Batman, recently sold at
auction for over $4.6 million.

Thanks to Our Sponsors & Supporters

2016 HISTORIC HOME TOUR
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EXCELLENCE.
Behind the wheel, at the dealership
and in our community.

Park Place is proud to support the Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society Luncheon. Now,
we invite you to experience the iconic Porsche 911 at Park Place. With its distinctive design and technology,
there’s only one Porsche 911. And where better to find this marvel of European engineering than Park
Place Porsche? For over 26 years, Park Place has been committed to providing an extraordinary automotive
purchase and ownership experience. Discover for yourself what makes Porsche and Park Place so legendary.

PARK PLACE PORSCHE

6113 Lemmon Ave. | Dallas, TX | 214.525.5400 | ParkPlace.com
10
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6821 Preston Rd. • Dallas, TX 75025 • 214.522.2400 • River Oaks District • Houston, TX 77027 •2016
713.621.2400
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Homegrown Talent
By Len Bourland, Local Writer and Realtor

F

Will Design Our Future

inancial incentives have long been recognized as effective ways of rewarding talent. For several years the HPISD and its
Education Foundation together with the Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society have done just that by identifying
and encouraging promising young talent in the field of architecture, no mean feat as there are limited numbers of high
school students who already know this is their passion and are excelling in pursuing it.

Nick Ragland, a recent Highland Park
graduate and a resident of University Park
since his parents of North Carolinian
descent made their home on Caruth.
Currently Nick is a freshman Aggie
immersed in courses in General Studies.
His goal, however, is to finish the year with
a 10 week summer school binge in four
studio courses in environmental design in order to transfer into
A&M’s prestigious architectural curriculum, graduating with that
as his degree. From an early age Nick loved to draw, a skill his
mother encouraged in elementary and middle school. It paid off.
In high school he was awarded a perfect score of 5 on the rigorous
Advanced Placement Exam.With that and other AP credits, he
went to college with several credits already under his belt.
But how does AP art translate into architecture? It’s logical to
Nick. His family are businessmen and art and business dovetail
nicely in the field of architecture. When a former Highland
Park babysitter who ended up with a career in Crow Holdings
took him to visit Old Parkland he became fascinated with the
modernization of old buildings. About the same time in his
formative junior year in high school he credits the new young
HP art teacher, Peggy Bollman, for shaping this interest. Her
assignment fall semester to do 12 pieces showing his “breadth”
and 12 pieces in the spring showing an area of concentration
led him to Klyde Warren Park where he did his pieces on
revitalization. He was a standout. But why Texas A&M? “My
family was from North Carolina and my sister goes to Chapel
Hill,” Ragland explains, ”but there’s no school of architecture. I
explored several schools and A&M seemed like a great fit.”
Ragland’s parents and teachers believed in him and he has a plan.
The Foundation’s goal is to help him achieve it.

As a young boy Highland Park resident
Andrew Helmbrecht loved skyscrapers.
“There was a phase when I was obsessed
with googling the world’s tallest buildings
as well as building with Legos. I was
always looking at pictures of buildings.”
With no particular mentor, he started
doing graphic design by himself during
his high school years and particularly enjoyed photography classes
for three years at the high school. After graduation last year,
Andrew left his home on Rheims and headed to the University
of Virginia; an earlier UVA visit made him feel right at home.
“I love the size, the academic strength, beautiful campus, athletics
and the town of Charlottesville.”
With an undeclared major in architecture he is nevertheless
taking an introduction to design studio, an architectural history
class and one in urban planning among others. Earlier this year
he did a project on Sou Fujimoto studying one of his projects
in depth (House NA ultra modern Japanese open architecture).
On the whole Andrew admires the way Fujimoto’s key ideas
influence his projects. “I have not had a chance to study many
architects’ work deeply, but others I find interesting are I.M. Pei
and Oscar Niemeyer.” Because his family has a second home in
Santa Fe he enjoys that influence as well. If he decides to focus
on residential architecture his homes would definitely attract
attention in his neighborhood of Old Highland Park.
With a self-starter like Andrew, the Foundation can look forward
to seeing his own ideas flourish in the years to come. U
Make your tax free donations to the scholarship fund
at www.pchps.org.
Home Tour tickets can also be purchased on the website.

Planned Giving

A planned gift to the Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society can help to assure that vital landmarks and charming
buildings continue to preserve the heritage of our community while also helping to provide college scholarships for our
outstanding HPHS graduates. There are many ways to leave a gift to ensure that the community we value so highly will
continue to flourish while still retaining that same sense of heritage and tradition.
Please join me in making a charitable gift to the Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society Endowment. I have planned
for additional funds to be contributed upon my death to continue to support scholarships for the young people of our
community and help preserve the heritage that is so important to all of us. It is comforting to know that my gift will be
working in perpetuity to help retain that special Park Cities “Spirit” that we have all grown to love and cherish.
For information on planned giving in support of PCHPS, contact me at info@pchps.org and I will give you a call.
– Bruce Harbour, Board Member
12 AXIS MAGAZINE
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Capital Distributing is Family Owned. We’ve served North Texas’
Best Builders, Remodelers, Designers and The Public since 1973!

Capital Distributing | 2910 N. Stemmons Frwy, Dallas TX 214-638-2681 | capitaldistributing.com
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3432

BRYN MAWR DR.

SPONSORED BY

Paige & Curt Elliott, Christine McKenny, and
Ralph Randall of Dave Perry-Miller Real Estate
HOMEOWNERS

Patty and Price Pritchett
16
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For tickets: www.pchps.org

ABOUT Pritchett
THE Home
By Joan Clark

S

ituated on the soft curve where Turtle Creek Drive meets Bryn Mawr stands a
premier Colonial Revival style home. Built in 1936 by Harris Eugene Yarborough,
this stately home is enhanced by the massive red oak trees that shelter the wide open
front and back lawn areas. Tall fluted columns, a second story balcony, and dormers
contribute to the pleasing architectural scale of an authentic University Park treasure.
Harris Yarborough was a real estate developer, home builder and civic-minded man.
Mr.Yarborough donated the land for the Park Cities Baptist Church,
served as mayor of University Park from 1946-1950, and was the
Once the home of University
first occupant of 3432 Bryn Mawr. Approximately four or five other
Park’s mayor, this property
families were residents before the home was purchased in 2007
still stands as a proud
with the intent to bulldoze it. In 2008, Patty and Price Pritchett
purchased the home and, after much deliberation, they decided
statement and example of
to save this beloved property and undertook a total renovation
University Park’s heritage.
completed in 2014.
The Pritchett family hired Paul Turney as architect and Pritchett-IV Construction ran the
project. First, the garage was razed and replaced with a new larger structure complete with
elevated ceilings, bath, and ample storage. The house was taken back to the studs. Every room
was configured to achieve graceful cove ceiling heights and more modern, usable space. By
using appropriate custom millwork, solid mahogany doors, refinished hardwood floors, and
statuary white marble accents throughout, Bryn Mawr’s classic center hall floor plan was
revitalized and the architectural integrity remains intact for this three bedroom, three bath
home. This home may be modest in size by today’s Park Cities standard, but it is a vibrant
home with exquisite taste. It is ready to face the next 80 years.
After surviving its near-death experience, the Pritchett home lived to host the Institute of
Classical Architecture and Art for the organization’s 2014 symposium in Dallas. Once the
home of University Park’s mayor, this property still stands as a proud statement and example of
University Park’s heritage. U
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3429

cornell ave.

SPONSORED BY

Dave Perry-Miller Real Estate
HOMEOWNERS

Jana and Hadley Paul
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For tickets: www.pchps.org

ABOUT Paul
THE
Home
By Joan Clark

O

n the corner of Cornell and Auburndale is situated a prime architectural example
of Arts and Crafts construction. In 1922, future mayor of Dallas, Robert Lee
Thornton, built this home for his family. The Thorntons would live on Cornell
until 1936; the distinctive “T” built into the front iron grill work is a nostalgic
reminder of the home’s first resident. As a young boy Thornton worked as a cotton picker, store
clerk, and traveling candy salesman. Eventually he arrived in Dallas and embarked on a financial
career that included leading The Mercantile National Bank. The
bank directors requested that the Thornton family live in Dallas; so,
In 1922, future mayor of
at this juncture the Ashby family became the owners and occupied
Dallas, Robert Lee Thornton,
it for the next 60 years. Related to the neighbors next door at 3429
built this home for his family.
Cornell, the Ashbys built a walkway between the two houses which
saw lots of traffic over the following decades.
Visitors will immediately notice the charming, unique flagstone and rock pathway that leads
up to the original Arts and Craft style front door with accompanying side window panels. The
home enjoys a classic center hall plan with oversized dining room and living room. The stained
flagstone floors and natural rock accents add to the craftsman decor. A family room adjoins the
living room and two sets of original glass doors view the pool area.
A majority of the renovation work was accomplished prior to the Paul’s arrival. The current
owners were intrigued by the interesting detail that combined old world charm with modern
convenience. The 9 foot ceilings with arched casements, deep crown molding, dramatic
architectural details and treatments provided a wonderful platform to add their own personal
touches. The house has a modern color palette through-out and the basement has been
tastefully converted into a wine cellar. The Paul family entertains frequently and adores the way
their home accommodates all their needs.
On the second floor two extremely large bedrooms with adjacent sitting rooms provide a
warm comfortable setting. The fifth fireplace in the house is located in the master bedroom!
Pocket doors punctuate the spaces and original windows make it livable and bright.
The patio, pool, cook station, and guest house are additional enhancements. The guest house
is above a cabana that boasts the sixth fireplace and a fun tiki bar. The guest house is a perfect
spacious retreat complete with kitchen. The Paul home has been lovingly restored to retain the
charm of a bygone era and enhanced with amenities that society values today. U
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3640

MAPLEWOOD AVE.

SPONSORED BY

Angela Downes and Virginia Cook Realtors
HOMEOWNERS

Margaret and Chris Cowan
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For tickets: www.pchps.org

ABOUT Cowan
THEHome
By Joan Clark

T

he Cowan home is a traditional Georgian home that absolutely defies carbon
dating. The exterior red brick, dentil mold pediment, and black shutters all speak
to the home’s historical style. Built for his family in 1970 by commercial real estate
developer Robin Acton, this home was constructed with industrial precision and
quality detail. Only four families have owned the home; in the 1980’s, talented Jackie McGuire
remodeled the home and added some remarkable and unusual architectural details.
The large entry hall is highlighted by intricate parquet floors; a
suspended curving staircase is the focal point at the end of the entry.
This exceptional Georgian
The light, airy interior tones of the formal areas are exquisite. Wide
home has exquisite, timeless,
plank oak floors, Delft tile fireplace accents, deep crown mold, and
architectural style and detail.
the high gloss paint treatment draw guests into the living room
where the rear grounds leap into view through two sets of doors.
Across from the living room is the dining room with a herringbone wood floor pattern.
A pair of floor to ceiling glass display cabinets flank the fireplace and display silver and crystal
family treasures. Turning in front of the dramatic staircase, visitors enter a hallway that leads to
the kitchen.
An exceptionally long center island with white and gray veined marble is a highlight of the
recently remodeled kitchen. The McGuires added the stunning breakfast nook with floor to
ceiling windows. Current owners, the Cowan family, selected white paint for the kitchen and
a mirrored wall that brings the space to life and pulls the outside vistas into the home. The
Cowans opened the kitchen to the den to merge the rooms, which have outstanding views
of the sculptural pool. The large well-proportioned den has a stone and brick fireplace, tray
ceiling, and wet bar. Pool room and quarters are located at the rear of the residence.
Two master suites provide two sumptuous settings on the second floor. The original master
is now the daughter’s magical setting complete with sitting room and fireplace. Leading to
the master suite visitors pass down a hallway that views the beautiful copper cupola roof with
weather vane. Other special features in the new master area include a sitting room, fireplace
and dramatic black marble accents in the master bath and dressing areas. Two other spacious
bedrooms with original built-ins are also upstairs. The rear staircase has unusual turned balusters
and a classic acorn finial.
This exceptional Georgian home has exquisite, timeless, architectural style and detail. The
Cowan family has skillfully and artfully put their imprint on the home and created a modern,
sophisticated environment. U
2016 HISTORIC HOME TOUR
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4339

POTOMAC ave.

SPONSORED BY

Capital Distributing
HOMEOWNERS

Cynthia and Brice Beaird

22
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For tickets: www.pchps.org

ABOUT Beaird
THEHome
By Joan Clark

O

riginal architect Arthur A. Brown created this classic 1931 Tudor cottage, a rare
example of magnificent craftsmanship.Visually, guests immediately notice the
outstanding multicolored fieldstone exterior. The exterior architectural elevations
are accentuated by two gables, leaded glass windows with cast stone ledges,
numerous arches, dormers, and stairs that lead up to the prominent centrally located fireplace.
Another unique feature, for a cottage, is the porte cochere. The gracious porch is a reminder
of evenings spent in the porch swing and a culture that enjoyed
watching and catching “lightning bugs”. The driveway leads
The exterior architectural
back to an oversized garage with spacious guest quarters above.
elevations are accentuated by
Matching fieldstone used for the garage structure adds harmony
two gables, leaded glass windows
and continuity to the entire property.

with cast stone ledges, numerous
Since 1931, there have been only three owners of the home. The
arches, dormers, and stairs
original footprint of the house remains, and the formal living
room and dining room flow together creating a large living area.
that lead up to the prominent
The formals have original nine foot cove ceilings and the plaster
centrally located fireplace.
walls sport the bygone picture molding detail. Previous owners
have added a family room and stairway at the rear. Upstairs is the
master bedroom, complete with sitting area and fireplace, and two other bedrooms. The varied
ceiling heights upstairs create architectural interest and are congruent with the cozy cottage
atmosphere. Besides the den, there is another bedroom or study downstairs.
Off the kitchen is a charming breakfast nook that looks out to a lovely lagoon pool. The
new owner has selected materials and paint shades with a light, white palette to update the
home. Another unique aspect of this property is that 1/3 of the house is in Highland Park
and the other 2/3 sits in University Park! Original light fixtures, hardwood floors, and other
accents remain.
This charming home reflects proportion and scale which is harmonious with the land.
Current interior decorating revisions allow this unique cottage to gracefully step into the
21st century. U
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David Williams

D

the Loma LindaWalls

avid Reichard Williams is considered by many to be
the Godfather of indigenous architecture in North
Texas. Born in a mud hut in the Texas Panhandle near
Childress in 1890, Williams was a true son of the West. He
grew up on the frontier riding horses and herding cattle and
learned to be both inventive and good with his hands. After
a stint with the Ft. Worth and Denver Railroad designing
railroad cars, he left for the University of Texas at Austin to
study architecture. A good student and popular on campus,
he left a month before graduating to seek his fortune
in Tampico, Mexico. There he worked on housing for
petroleum company employees and amassed a small fortune.
As revolutions heated up, he liquidated his Mexican holdings
and toured the European Continent for several years,
completing his education and returning to Texas with the
intention of setting up a practice.

Based on a Dallas Morning News article on one of Williams’
new-style neighborhoods in Mexico, he was visited by J.P.
Stephenson and F.N. Drane of Corsicana. They owned a large
tract of land in Dallas which they wanted to develop in a style
similar to Williams’ Mexican projects with homes arranged
around a park setting. Williams’ plan for the development
became known as “Greenway Parks”, Dallas’ first attempt at a
pedestrian-oriented neighborhood.
About the same time, Williams was contacted by Father
Finney, headmaster of Jesuit boy’s school. The School owned
property in University Park which they wanted to develop
for investment purposes.
While Greenway Parks was innovative and beautiful, it was
not a huge financial success, and some felt its design may
have been too cutting edge for the market. So Williams’ new
development, named
“Lomo Linda” was
planned in a more
conventional manner
with gridded streets
and alleys. In 1924,
at Father Finney’s
request, Williams
designed two walls
with gatehousesone along the
southern edge of
the development at
Mockingbird Lane,
and the other along
the eastern edge at
Preston Road.
Wall gatehouse at Preston and Windsor
24 AXIS MAGAZINE

By Taylor Armstrong, Architect and Writer

The Preston Road wall currently under repair

Constructed of scratch-faced brick to approximate the
texture of stucco, along with red brick caps and Spanish tile
roofs, they created a sense of entry into the development
that has endured for almost 100 years. Williams detailed the
gatehouses with glazed terra cotta tile elements such as urns,
brackets and columns. The interiors of the gatehouses are,
perhaps, more elaborate than the exteriors with tiled seats and
barrel-vaulted ceilings.
Ironically, these two iconic pieces of Spanish inspired
architecture were not something of which Williams was
particularly proud. As an advocate of indigenous architecture,
he saw them as inauthentic and derivative. While Williams’
opinion may have been correct architecturally, few can argue
that these walls have not had enduring charm and impact on
our community.
In the mid 1990’s when Central Expressway was rebuilt and
the sound walls constructed, it was the Williams walls that
served as inspiration for the architectural style of the new
ones. Later, when walls were built along Northwest Highway
with a gateway at Hillcrest, the Lomo Linda walls were again
used as the model. The Preston Road walls are currently
being repaired and re-landscaped, and a new gateway at
Central and University Blvd. is almost completed. Other such
portals are envisioned for the future and will have a look
reminiscent of the Williams walls.
It is doubtful that Williams could have anticipated the
longevity and influence that his Lomo Linda walls would
have. What began as three blocks of brick walls and
gateways defining a neighborhood, has inspired three miles
of enclosure for a city. We have Father Finney to thank for
insisting on their construction, and David Williams for their
sensitive design. U
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The Evolution
of Lighting Historic Homes
By Lentz Landscape Lighting

T

he lighting industry has been around for generations just as the homes the Park Cities Historic
Society strives to preserve. The lighting of historic homes has evolved over the years with new
technology resulting in a re-education process for implementing lighting techniques.

One area that is similar to the way historic homes are preserved is the manner in which old lighting
systems are disposed of. For over 60 years, mercury vapor was used as the primary light source for
landscape lighting systems in the Park Cities. Due to government regulations, this light source has been
brought to a halt for new installations. Mercury vapor lamps have been deemed a hazardous material to
the environment and the ballasts that were prevalent with those lamps were damaging to landfills.
Lentz Landscape Lighting takes the following steps to preserve the environment
while upgrading old mercury vapor systems to LED.
• All lamps are packaged and shipped out-of-state to an approved disposal facility
that accepts HID, fluorescent and incandescent lamps
• All ballasts (HID and fluorescent) are also packaged and shipped for disposal
• All cardboard packaging and paper products are broken down and delivered to
local Dallas recyclers to be reused
• All scrap wire, metal conduit and other materials that contain metal are sent to
a local scrap metal company for recycling
These are small steps Lentz takes to ensure the ongoing protection/preservation of the environment.
Most customers are unaware of how their old system is properly handled as they enter the latest
technological advances in lighting.
Lentz Landscape Lighting, established in 1986, has been creating nightscapes around homes throughout
Texas and beyond for 30 years. Their team of professional lighting designers and certified electricians
install new lighting plans, upgrade existing landscape lighting with more energy or retrofitted solutions,
and provide yearlong maintenance programs. Richard Lentz, president and CEO of Lentz Landscape
Lighting, is recognized for his hallmark technique of creating dancing patterns and shadows as well as
creating natural-looking light that imitates moonlight. Lentz Landscape Lighting is a member of the
American Lighting Association, Better Business Bureau, National Associations of Homebuilders, and the
Dallas Chamber of Commerce. U
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PEOPLE

PCHPS 2015 Events

1

2

4

7

5

6

8

10
February Meeting, Feb.9: 1 Joan Clark and
Virginia McAlester; Distinguished Speaker
Luncheon, April 1: 2 Mike and Marla Boone,
Gail and Dr. R. Gerald Turner, featured speaker;
3 Lindalyn Adams, Pierce and Allie Beth Allman;
4 Cynthia Beaird, President, PCHPS, and Brice
Beaird; Patron Party, April 8: 5 Tish and John Hill,
6 Dale Selzer, speaker 7 Lucinda Buford, Angela
Downes, Cindy Brewer; Annual Meeting, June 1: 8 Kendall Jennings,
Sara Lee Gardner, Bunny Tibbals; HP Parade at Goar Park, July 4:
9 PCHPS parade float donated by Tyson Woods; Home Tour Chair:
10 Venise Stuart; October Meeting and Awards Presentation, October 26:
11 Back row: Paul Willey, Taylor Armstrong, Bruce Harbor, Front row:
Cynthia Beaird, Anne Kimbrough – recipient of The Lucy Cary Dysart
Founder’s Award, and three recipients of The Tie Davis Preservation
Award – Kathy Myers, Lindalyn Adams and Mary Shoemaker.
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11

Photos courtesy of Rob Wythe/Gittings, Chuck Clark, Dana Driensky.

Luxury Through Technology

972.488.5100
www.smartsystemstx.com
info@smartsystemstx.com

Home Automation | Audio/Video | Lighting & Shade Control | Security
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The Wreck of the

C

osette Faust-Newton was the
leading lady in a dramatic and
legendary Highland Park code
compliance battle. In 1941, on the
strength of a permit to erect a pergola in
her back yard at 4005 Miramar, she built
an enormous mock yacht, christening
it the S.S. Miramar. She launched it
just days after Pearl Harbor had been
bombed, awarding white kittens as party
favors who romped the dance floor
with guests. In Faust-Newton’s eyes, her
“ship” was a symbol of her glamorous
globetrotting past.To the citizens of
Highland Park it was an inappropriate
eyesore. A Texas Supreme Court judge
once quipped that the resultant twenty
years of bitter litigation resembled the
Hundred Years War.

Named after Victor Hugo’s ill-fated
heroine in Les Miserables, Cosette Faust
was an unusually educated “lady of
degrees,” with a bachelor’s from Fort
Worth’s Poly Tech, a master’s from the
University of Texas, and a Ph.D. from
Radcliffe University. She arrived in
Dallas in 1917 to teach summer school
at Southern Methodist University. She
met and eventually married the young
university physician, Frank Newton,
soon to depart for the battlefields of
France.The Newtons purchased two
lots at 4005 Miramar in Highland Park,
built a house on one and sold the other.
After a short stint as Dean of Women,
she parted company with SMU in 1919,
becoming a world traveler and author.
“Dr. Frank” became one of Dallas’s most
respected ophthalmologists. A publicity
flyer from this time shows Cosette in an
elegant sleeveless Filipino evening gown,
30
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S.S. Miramar

By Cynthia Shearer, Texas Christian University

“Returned from a Special
Mission to Turkey, Syria, and
Palestine.” In 1938, the image
of Cosette Faust-Newton
and her house at 4005
Miramar splashed across
American newspapers,
concerning her recent
arrest for kidnapping her
Negro chauffeur, Mickey
Ricketts in an attempt
to retrieve a mysterious
jade ring. Charges
were reduced to false
imprisonment, but the resultant
trial destroyed her reputation locally,
and the ring had been in her jewelry
box all along.
In 1941 Highland Park granted Cosette
a permit to build a $250 “pergola” in
her back garden, but it grew into a
$60,000 “garden ship of dreams,” with
two kitchens, a dance floor, a PA system,
powder rooms, a drink machine, an
upstairs promenade, and a “purser” who
would handle bookings. Five days after
Pearl Harbor, Cosette launched her
“ship” amid publicity and automobile
traffic adroitly ginned up by herself.
The Dallas Morning News pronounced it
sensational, but the neighbors were less
enthusiastic. Cosette’s intentions seemed
commercial rather than social as she
placed ads in Texas newspapers inviting
women’s groups to book a “voyage.”
Local vandalism against the property
occurred in late 1942, when the
Newtons discovered the china and
crystal service for 150 in the mock ship’s
galley shattered and strewn about. By
1943 the Newtons had abandoned the
property and moved across town to Oak
Lawn. In 1948, they hired a watchman
to live on the premises at 4005 Miramar;
his three-year-old son drowned in the
stagnant pool.Thirty-five neighbors
circulated a petition requesting the
town government to condemn the
S.S. Miramar and order it torn down.
Incredibly, the Newtons “moved back”
into the derelict main house while
maintaining an apartment elsewhere.

The town attempted to persuade the
Newtons to clean up the property,
holding conferences with them, and
granting permits. Cosette responded by
installing penitentiary-grade iron bars,
concertina wire, and German shepherd
guard dogs. In these years, 4005 Miramar
was a house of horrors, with shards of
broken glass embedded in Portland
cement and homemade booby traps to
ward off local teenagers.
In 1953 the township of Highland
Park obtained a temporary restraining
order against any further modifications.
Highland Park and some neighbors
brought suit, seeking a mandatory order
to tear the ship down. Life magazine ran
a photo spread detailing the saga of the
S.S. Miramar, with aerial photography.
Cosette appeared on the Art Linkletter
television show to plead her case before
America. A Texas jury, however, found
the Newtons in serious violation of
Highland Park ordinances.
The Texas Supreme Court declined to
review an appeal, so the S.S. Miramar was
razed to the ground in 1956. Cosette
commissioned a tombstone for it, with
an American flag and a casket in black
crepe.The Newtons eventually sold
the house at auction in 1964 and the
new buyer demolished it. Up until
her death in 1975, Cosette did a brisk
business with local printers, repurposing
old Dallas Times-Herald articles and Life
photos into tabloid-like publicity for her
“murdered home.” U
Photos courtesy of the Highland Park Library
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SOUTHWEST GALLERY

Kittrell/Riffkind Art Glass

www.kittrellriffkind.com n 972.239.7957

4500 Sigma Rd. Dallas, Texas 75244
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THANKS, Y’ALL.
Frost is proud to join in supporting Park Cities Historic & Preservation Society.
And we’d be proud to help you along your financial journey too.

frostbank.com
University Park
6321 Hillcrest Ave
Dallas, TX 75205
Park Cities
8201 Preston Rd, Suite 180
Dallas, TX 75225

MEMBER FDIC
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of School 2015
Superintendent Tom Trigg greeted students

Photos courtesy of Kim Leeson/Highland Park ISD
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George W. Cook
Dallas/Texas Image Collection
By Anne E. Peterson
Curator of Photographs, DeGolyer Library, SMU

T

he George W. Cook Dallas/Texas Image
Collection is an important addition to the
DeGolyer Library at SMU and a wonderful
resource for research in Dallas and Texas history. A
native Dallasite, George W. Cook (1949-2012) was a true
collector. A boyhood fascination with stamps and coins
(which he continued to build upon) gave way in his
adult life to an almost all-consuming effort to collect
materials relating to the history of Dallas. His focus was
on Dallas but also Texas primary sources. Cook had a
special interest in photographs, postcards, advertising
souvenirs, trade cards, badges, family collections,
documents, art, postal history, and three-dimensional
objects such as signs, regional porcelain and glass, and
architectural ornaments. A life-long resident of Highland
Park, he collected many postcards of the neighborhood.
Cook was also fascinated by the State Fair of Texas, the
1936 Texas Centennial, and the history of aviation.
The strength of Cook’s collection lies in its visual images
(over 2,200 photographs and 15,000 postcards), but
there are also significant manuscripts, diaries, albums,
banknotes, ephemera, books, pamphlets, broadsides
and objects related to the city of Dallas and Texas.
Chronologically, the collection ranges from a promissory
note signed by Davy Crockett in 1829 to photographs
of carhops at Sivil’s drive-in in mid-century Dallas.
There are approximately 20,000 items altogether –
a rich collection with a wide range of materials related
to Dallas and Texas history.
The Highland Park postcards are interesting as
they illustrate the development and growth of the
neighborhood during the early 20th century. In
some postcard views from over a hundred years ago,
Armstrong Avenue is a dirt road with almost no
houses on it!
Hundreds of items from the George W. Cook Dallas/
Texas Image Collection are being digitized and made
available online, see link: http://digitalcollections.smu.
edu/all/cul/gcd/ Starting in October 2015, digitization
of 1,317 items from the collection is being funded by
the Institute of Museum and Library Services through a
grant to the Texas State Library and Archives Commission
(TSLAC) as part of the TexTreasures program. U
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DISCOVER A DALLAS

JEWEL
Visit our salon at NorthPark Center to view our spectacular selection of fine and contemporary
jewelry including JB Star, Roberto Coin, Gucci and Temple St. Clair, and luxury Swiss timepieces
by Audemars Piguet, Baume & Mercier, Breitling, Cartier, IWC Schaffhausen, Jaeger LeCoultre,
Louis Moinet, Rolex, Ulysse Nardin, and Vacheron Constantin as well as certified pre-owned timepieces.

L U X U R Y T I M E P I E C E S G I A C E R T I F I E D D I A M O N D S A N D G E M S E S TAT E J E W E L R Y
B O U T I Q U E A N D B R I DA L C O L L E C T I O N S AC Q U I S I T I O N O F E S TAT E S
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Venise & Larry Stuart
proudly support the mission
of the
Park Cities Historic and Preservation Society

Preserving, protecting and promoting the historic, architectural, cultural
and aesthetic legacy of the Park Cities.
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THE OLD GILL WELL

By Tom Case

T

here are daily reminders of the
history of the Park Cities – the
pecan tree on Armstrong, the town
halls, the Village, Snider Plaza, and historic
homes. Others have vanished, including
the hitching rings on the curbs in the east
side of Highland Park that were for the
horse-drawn wagons of merchants making
deliveries to the residents. Other parts of the
history remain, but are hidden from view.
However, scratch the surface, and you will
find 19th and 20th century echoes – the
trolley tracks under Euclid and Beverly and
the Old Gill Well at Lakeside and Lexington
in Highland Park, for instance.

William Read Memorial Plaza by the Exall
dam where the Gill Well was located.

Today’s visitors to the bridge over the dam of Exall Lake are
drawn to the granite bears at its west end, but the Old Gill
Well with its watering house at the east end of the bridge was
an attraction to previous generations. It was situated a few
steps south of the bridge about where today’s stone waterfall
is located. For years people believing in the medicinal powers
of the well’s water drew it from the well for either immediate
or home consumption.The water was known for its laxative
effects, reputed to be a cure for arthritis and was definitely a
cure for truancy. But the well was more than just a place to
draw water. It was a spot at which people gathered to socialize
with each other – so much so that there was a watering house
located at the well; and “ladies in long dresses would gather
here to drink its water and chat, then hurry home...” In 1928
the Town of Highland Park spent $500 ($6,800 in today’s
dollars) to clean and beautify the watering house, including the
addition of a tile roof, walks around it, and drains to carry off
the waste waters. At an undetermined time, the watering house
disappeared, but the water continued to be drawn from pipes
with spigots sticking out of a stone wall.
The well was 1900 feet deep and drew water from the
Gill sands, which is a geologic formation that parallels the
Trinity River and its tributaries, including Turtle Creek. In
fact, there was another Gill Well in Reverchon Park, and its
water had the same purgative effect as the water from the
Old Gill Well in Highland Park. When water from the well
in Reverchon Park was analyzed by the University of Texas
Chemistry Department in 1924, it was found to contain,
among other things, magnesium sulphate, which is the
ingredient of Epsom salt,which is named for a saline well at
Epsom in Surrey, England.
Some of today’s residents recall seeing people go to the
spigots at the Old Gill Well and fill jugs with its water. Claude
38
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Albritton, while diving and swimming in Exall Lake at the dam,
remembers seeing people pull up in their cars, get out, fill up the
jugs with well water, and leave. Claude was venturesome enough
to taste the water, and he reports that it was “not bad; it had a
salty, mineral taste to it.” On the other hand,
Jam Majors recalls tasting it and spitting it
out. Others recall that it “smelled and tasted
like nothing else ever imbibed by man.”
Besides being frequented for medicinal
reasons and socializing, the well was
perceived as having economic value, at least
by a local homeowner. The well was listed
as one of the amenities that came with a furnished room for
rent in the 4500 block of Highland Drive in 1940: “Room,
swimming pool, tennis court, Gill Well; 5-7574.”
The well maintained its following until it was closed in the
1970s on order of the State Health Department which
determined that the well’s water was no longer fit for human
consumption. At that time the well still was drawing people
from as far as 50 miles; and a couple from Oak Cliff – Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Shackelford – were among the last to take water from
the well. The Town of Highland Park plugged the well in 1979,
along with several others that had been the Town’s supply of
potable water until about 1930.
The watering house, the people socializing at the well, the
furnished room for rent, the stone wall with its spigots, and
the men and women filling their jugs with well water
are gone. All that remains today is the stone waterfall; but the
next time you walk across the bridge to visit the bears, take a
moment on your return and try to imagine what it was like
a hundred years ago, and perhaps you will hear the echoes of
bygone generations and customs. U
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What’s it Got

UNDER THE HOOD?
By Dave Reichert and the Davis-Hawn Team

M

y Dad used to race street cars growing up in Wichita
Falls,Texas in the 1950’s. Of course, he never told me
about it until he thought I had outgrown my hotrod days (guess he hasn’t seen me running late to a meeting!).
He tells me that you never knew what a guy had under the
hood. His black ’39 Ford looked like a normal off-the-line
coupe, until all you saw were his taillights and smoke. What you
couldn’t see was the ’48 Mercury V8, with milled heads and the
President of the Gear Grinders Club at the wheel. As we all
know – looks can be deceiving.
Buying a new or used
home presents a similar
problem. At first look,
you know whether
you like the location,
architectural style and
floor plan. And sure,
you can verify the
square footage and
identify the Viking
range, marble countertop and tile selections. But how does
the house perform? What’s behind the walls? Is it built to
last 75 years (or even outlast its mortgage)? How is its fuel
economy? What’s it got under the hood?

like concern, guilt or fear about the environment or climate
change, energy efficiency and savings, indoor air quality and
health concerns. One clear benefit of the green building
movement has been its focus on building science and
education, and a return to quality and durability.
RESNET and HERS. And it may finally be of help
in objectively rating the performance of homes (at least
with respect to energy efficiency). In 2006, a California
organization called Residential Energy Services Network
(RESNET) created the Home Energy Rating System
(HERS) Index, to act much like a car’s MPG sticker, but for
homes. It is now the nationally-recognized industry standard
for measuring a home’s energy performance.
Build a Great House? So by determining one number –
the HERS Index – a homeowner can now verify a green
builder’s bona fides. You’ve heard the ads “Show me the
CarFax”, well maybe you should be saying “Show me the
HERS Index” when your builder starts talking about
energy efficiency. Prove it! A growing number of
production home builders like Meritage Homes and Pulte
Homes are actively marketing the HERS Indexes of their
homes. Here is the cool interactive graphic they use to
explain the HERS Index.

Proving Value. One of the challenges for high-quality
builders and remodelers (and companies like Davis-Hawn)
is effectively communicating the extra value provided to
customers. How do you effectively prove that you are better
than the low priced competition; that you are really worth it
in the long run? We’ve been told that “you get what you pay
for”, but most folks these days seems to be suckers for (or at
least really tempted by) that low sticker price. Where is the
Consumer Reports for builders and remodelers? Is there an
objective way to measure and market custom homebuilding
quality? Or am I stuck with my neighbor’s or friend’s
recommendations and just hope for the best?
Green Building’s Answer. “Building Green” – it’s got a
great and noble sound to it. Over the last decade, though, it
has been a confusing, moving target with multiple standards
(LEED, Energy Star, Green Built Texas), point systems,
inspections and a vocabulary all its own. Despite the fog,
buyers remain drawn to the idea for a number of reasons,

So why wouldn’t a custom homebuilder do the same rating
and marketing, to provide an objective selling point to
their energy and quality conscious buyers? What a great
opportunity to set yourself apart from the competition.
Now is your chance to show off what a great performing
house you build! U
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The

Village Theatre
Then and Now

Defying all odds following the plunging
stock market, the long-awaited Village
Theatre opened with the showing of
The Dark Angel in November of 1935.
Perhaps the most astonishing fact is that
it was the first air conditioned theatre in
Texas, a luxury that was unheard of at
the time. While the façade was designed
to perfectly complement the center’s
traditional Spanish architecture, a unique
spire was created to represent a Moorish
tent. Boasting 1,350 seats with handpainted murals depicting the history of
Texas by James Buchanan “Buck” Winn
Jr., the interior exuded extravagance
with textiles like the terrazzo floor and
heavy oak doors with leather panels,
complimented by the blue walls and
ceilings.

Ray W. Washburne
President/Managing Director, Highland Park Village

S

tanding as the main architectural
element of Highland Park
Village, the Village Theatre
is an iconic landmark for all visitors
and residents of the Park Cities.The
Village has withstood the test of time,
upholding a legacy
founded in 1931, and
now as we celebrate
the 85th Anniversary of
America’s first shopping
center it’s not only a time
of celebration, but also
one of reflection as we
look back at just how
unique Highland Park
Village and the Village
Theatre truly are.
The well-known heritage of greater
Highland Park originated in 1906,
when entrepreneur John S. Armstrong
purchased 1,326 acres of farmland just
north of the growing town of Dallas
with an exclusive planned community
in mind. Although Armstrong was not
able to see his passion-filled project
come to fruition, he left it to his
sons-in-law, Hugh Prather and Edgar
Flippen, to see it through.
Highland Park Village was originally
created in 1931 to serve as the center

of the growing community and also
function as a town square. After
traveling to Barcelona and Seville,
Spain, California and Mexico, the
inspiration behind the innovative
architectural concept was born for
the retail center and the
property started rapidly
coming to life with
the help of prominent
architects, Marion
Fooshee and James
Cheek.
In 1934, Karl Hoblitzelle
of Interstate Circuit,
Inc., the company who
first built the Dallas,
Fort Worth and Waco
Majestic Theatres and the San Antonio
Empire theater, set out to further
expand to Highland Park Village with
his first-ever luxury suburban theatre.
Battling the depression, but seeking
more than a profitable resurgence
in the entertainment industry,
Hoblitzelle’s primary mission was to
make his theatres an integral part of
the community, setting high standards
of civic involvement. The ambitious
businessman settled on investing more
than $100,000, an extremely lavish
sum at the time, into the property.

Forty years later, then owner of
Highland Park Village, Henry S. Miller,
Jr., led the initiative to restructure and
renovate the Village Theatre, converting
the grand style theatre to four smaller
theatres.
Since 1935, the Village Theatre has shown
the greatest hits in cinema, from Gone
with the Wind to Frozen. Until the theatre
was leased in 1987 to AMC, the secondlargest theatre chain in the United States,
it was said to be the last independently
run theatre in the nations’ ten largest cities
to show first-run films. Eight decades
and counting, the theatre is still showing
star-studded films for all generations to
enjoy and significant restoration work has
been done over the past six years to bring
what was once Texas’ best theatre back to
its original grandeur. The site of countless
celebrity appearances, first dates and even
wedding proposals, the Village Theatre
remains what Hoblitzelle envisioned, an
integral part of our community. U
Photos courtesy of Highland Park Village
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Every Home Has a Story...

View 176 Mill Street’s at: bit.ly/176MillStreet

The Ideal Match for Individual Taste

Your new home should exude personality. Contemporary or traditional, luxury
estate or minimalist loft. Your vision is my first concern. Your style is my direction.

Angela Downes

214.505.4289
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Sleepy Hollow Homes
by
Robert J. Skinner, Jr., LLC

A Family Building Tradition Since 1946.
Design, Build, Remodel

2904 Southwestern Blvd.

Available Summer 2016
For Information:
Robby Skinner
972-839-7748
robertskinnerllc@prodigy.net
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Park Cities

BEFORE THE

A

Texas state historical marker in Highland Park
Village notes the importance of the
Preston Road in the history of
the Dallas area. It serves to remind us
that the area we call the Park Cities
today had a much longer history,
extending back to the native
peoples of the area and the first
settlers who arrived in the 1840s.

The nomadic natives of the prairies
did not leave many reminders
of their presence here. Settlers
migrating from the United States
found native peoples who spoke varieties of the
Caddoan family of languages, including Wichita people
as well as Caddo people. They also found displaced
natives who had been forced to flee west, such as
Anadarko people from the Caddo confederation of
East Texas and Tonkawa people from the prairies
south of this area. They even found some Cherokee
people, led by Chief Bowles, whose forebears had been
migrating from the east coast for decades.
The earliest non-native migrants to the Dallas area
tended to come by way of the Red River, which was
navigable by shallow-draft boats in certain seasons and
with the labor of removing massive debris. Historians
refer to the Shawnee Trail as a long trail extending all
the way from Missouri down to south Texas, crossing
the Red River north of here and crossing the Trinity
River about where Dealey Plaza is today. But the
Shawnee Trail was actually a complicated maze of
pathways, and two of the old paths or traces from the
Red River passed directly through the area that is now
the Park Cities.

By Ted A. Campbell
Professor at Perkins
School of Theology

Parkway just west of Preston was laid out along that
branch of the trail. It’s just about where the fork in
the road would have been.

Another road shown in early maps
ran to the east of the present Park
Cities area, originally from Cedar
Springs north to McKinney and from
there to the Red River by way of
Bonham. Prior to the 1870s, this road
was called the McKinney Road. It
was cut in two by the Houston and
Texas Central Railroad (following
the current route of North Central
Expressway) in 1873. The old road followed the route
of McKinney Avenue and continued onto what is today
called North Greenville Avenue.
When the Daniels, Caruth and Cole families arrived
in this area in the 1840s and 1850s, they would have
come by way of these old roads. So when you’re
driving along Preston and McKinney and maybe even
Armstrong Parkway, remember that you’re following
some very old pathways blazed and followed by early
settlers to this region. U

Preston Road was one of the branches of the Shawnee
Trail from the Red River to this area. Surveyed by
soldiers of the Republic of Texas in early 1841, the
old trace led from Holland Coffee’s trading post, now
submerged under Lake Texoma, to the village of Cedar
Springs. Coffee’s station on the River was later called
Preston, hence the name.
The old route of Preston Road was certainly not the
straight north-south road we see today. Early maps
show a path stemming from it just north of Cedar
Springs and heading northwest towards Farmers Branch
and Denton. I wonder if the stretch of Armstrong

A portion of a Peters Colony map (some call it the Hedgecoxe map) that shows
the old roads from Cedar Springs, with a Y fork in the trail (the Preston Road)
north of Cedar Springs

Reference: Ted A. Campbell, “Roads from the Red River.” In Legacies: A History Journal for Dallas and North Central Texas 27:1 (Spring 2015), 4-20.
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PLAY WITH
YOUR FOOD

HECK, LET IT WIN.
With 600 che eses, two thousand wines, acres of
produce and aisles of experts, Central Market is
ripe with succulent samples and fresh perspective.
Come fill a basket with your favorites – and fill your
head with ideas.

CENTRALMARKET.COM
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DALLAS LOVERS 5750 E. LOVERS LN. | 214-234-7000 DALLAS PRESTON ROYAL 10720 PRESTON RD. | 972-860-6500
PLANO 320 COIT RD. | 469-241-8300 SOUTHLAKE 1425 E. SOUTHLAKE BLVD. | 817-310-5600 FORT WORTH 4651 WEST FREEWAY | 817-989-4700
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The Right of Way that Became the

Dallas North Tollway
By Kirk Dooley

U

p until the mid-1960s, folks living about half a
mile west of Preston Road were treated to the
daily blasts of Cotton Belt train horns. A St. Louis
Southwestern Railway line ran parallel to Preston coming
north out of downtown and the train sounded its horn at
every street crossing.
The closer you got to the tracks, the louder the train
whistle became. Some people were irritated by the loud
noise, but most people simply got used to it and many
actually enjoyed it.
My family lived two blocks from the railroad line,
between Mockingbird Lane and University Blvd., so
we picked up the train whistle at both major crossings.
That was OK with me except when the Mockingbird
blast sounded like the train was coming through our
living room.
My older brothers would take me along the tracks for
about a mile from our home to Lovers Lane, where
we’d catch a movie at the Inwood Theater. We were
never on or near the tracks when a train approached
but we did leave nickels on the rails and came back
later to pick up our flattened coins.
There’s one vision I’ve
never gotten out of my
mind. As we walked
north on the tracks, it
looked like a big water
tower a few miles north
of us blocked the path
of the train. The tracks
simply disappeared into
the base of the tower,
or did they?
The answer came years
later when I realized
that the train tracks
veered to the west past
Walnut Hill Lane and
missed the water tower
by three blocks. But
we couldn’t see that
from Mockingbird.

That huge water tower is still there (at Forest Lane) and
that same optical illusion can still be experienced.
The Cotton Belt train tracks were pulled up in the
mid-’60s and the right-of-way became the Dallas
North Tollway. During construction the Mockingbird
intersection was blocked while crews dug out the
underpass for the new tollway. After a heavy rain,
construction was halted and my friends and I would build
rafts out of wood pallets to sail the flooded seas 20 feet
below grade level.
My life as a Park Cities pirate ended in June of 1968
when the Dallas North Tollway opened. The first segment
went from downtown to Royal Lane. The cost was 20
cents. Later, when I had my driver’s license, throwing the
coins into the toll basket was always great fun for me. I
was usually accurate, but it challenged my math abilities
(or lack thereof), especially with a line of cars behind me
ready to mow down the slowpoke.
When there were no cars behind me at the toll booth,
I would always open my car door and pick up the loose
change that other less-accurate drivers left behind. It was
like panning for silver.
In 1989 the Tollway
became the first
highway in America
to use electronic toll
collection. The TollTag
was invented right here
in Dallas. In 2010 the
Tollway went all-electric
and all the toll booths
were removed.
Today there are many
modern advances that
make this one of the
best highways in Texas.
I just wish they would
do something about
that big water tower
that still blocks the
right-of-way. U
Reprinted with permission from
The Dallas Morning News.
Kirk Dooley is a University Park
writer and can be contacted at
kirk@texmexbook.com.
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Senior Vice President
214.707.1142
cstorey@briggsfreeman.com

Clair Storey
Vice President
214.507.1388
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THE REICHERT FAMILY SUPPORTS PCHPS AND ITS MISSION
SOLE SOURCE SUPPLIER TO BUILDERS, REMODELERS & PRESERVATIONISTS
WINDOWS & DOORS- JELD-WEN

MILGARD

ARCHITECTURAL MILLWORK SHOP - CUSTOM MOULDINGS
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DAVIS-HAWN.COM
OAK CLIFF, TEXAS

LA CANTINA
TIMBERS

RADIUS WORK

DAVID DIKE FINE ART
R E D I S C O V E R E A R LY T E X A S A R T

CELEBRATING OUR 30th ANNIVERSARY

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: WILLIAM LESTER (Am. 1910-1991); Woods and Rocks, c.1930, oil on Masonite 18 x 20 inches • DEFORREST JUDD (Am. 1919-1993);
Pink Moth, 1963, oil on Masonite 36 x 24 inches; signed lower right: DeForrest Judd ‘63 • LOREN MOZLEY (Am. 1905-1989); Hacienda del Mal Paz, oil on canvas
25 x 32 inches; signed lower right: Mozley • VELOX WARD (Am. 1901-1994); Darmar, 1944, oil on canvas 24 x 18 inches; signed lower right: Ward • JULIAN
ONDERDONK (Am. 1882-1922); Golden Twilight, c.1909, oil on canvas 6 x 9 inches; signed lower right: Julian Onderdonk • PAUL SCHUMANN (Am. 1876-1946);

Sailboat in Galveston, 1938, oil on canvas 17 x 14 inches; signed lower right: Paul Schumann

DAVID DIKE FINE ART l 2613 FAIRMOUNT ST, DALLAS, TX 75201 l 214-720-4044 l INFO@DAVIDDIKE.COM l WWW.DAVIDDIKE.COM
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OLD PARKLAND,
By Robert V. Rozelle
Local Writer and Former
Teacher at St. Mark’s

Parkland Hall

Born Anew
It’s located northwest of downtown at the intersection of Maple
Avenue and Oak Lawn. When approached from the north or
south on the Dallas Tollway, the Old Parkland business complex
looms over thousands of daily commuters, tourists, and Dallasites
alike, a modern day Greco-Roman Acropolis, whose University of
Virginia-inspired Rotunda towers over all. This extraordinary real
estate development – a Jeffersonian-inspired business campus
consisting of multiple buildings located on 9.5 acres – is the vision
of Harlan Crow of Highland
Park. Under his aegis and
watchful eye, the project is
now nearing its completion
after a decade of planning
and construction.
Cartouche citing original Parkland Hospital

Cartouche and Eos Column photos courtesy of Mark A. Mathews, AIA
Other photos courtesy of Crow Holdings
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he rebirth of Old Parkland is somewhat akin to the
mythological tale of the Phoenix, the legendary bird that
arose from its predecessor’s ashes.The evolution began
in 2006, when Crow Holdings acquired the distressed property
from the City of Dallas.The site included the dilapidated shell
of the 1913 Parkland Hospital and the abandoned 1922 Nurses
Quarters, both of which had been repurposed in mid-century
but had now been vacant and vandalized for 30 years.Whereas
most developers would have capitalized on the property’s
zoning status for tall office buildings and erected several
mixed-use towers so as to maximize profit potential, CEO and
Chairman Harlan Crow chose to do something remarkable
instead. He liked the architectural bones and Dallas history of
the buildings, so he decided to resurrect rather than raze them.
When asked why, he responded, “It’s something I’ve wanted to
do for a long time, and now I could.” Disregarding time and
expense – and seeking to create a complex of “low buildings,
low density, and lots of trees” – Crow and his partnership with
architects, contractors, designers, and workmen rehabilitated
and enlarged the old hospital
and moved the headquarters
of Crow Holdings into a
rechristened Old Parkland in
2008. The Nurses Quarters were
reconfigured for tenant space,
and an elegant Pecan Room
special event space plus a campus
tavern were added, opening also
in 2008.
Old Parkland reborn
After the initial restoration phase, several more building units
were conceived, all of them designed to complement the
classical revival style of the original Parkland Hospital with
some Georgian/Jeffersonian influences.Woodlawn Hall and
Reagan Place were completed as tenant office buildings in
2010 and Maple Hall in 2013.The last major building structure,
Parkland Hall, featuring the signature copper dome, was
begun in 2012 and makes its debut in 2016.Tenants of this
unique business campus include family offices and corporate
headquarters, hedge funds and real estate investment groups,
foundations and private equity groups. Altogether, the $300
million development includes over 400,000 square feet of
prime tenant space as well as such communal amenities as two
restaurants, an 18th century-style pub modeled after Boston’s
famous Green Dragon Tavern, a health fitness center, several
board meeting rooms, a walking track, a squash and basketball
court, and art displayed throughout the grounds and buildings.
What makes the complex even more interesting is its
overarching theme, titled The American Experience.Through
commissioned sculptures, paintings, re-created artifacts, and
quotations generously placed about the grounds, the Crow
Company celebrates our country’s heritage, especially the
story of a free, self-governing people who treasure individual
rights and the rule of law. Harlan Crow himself hopes that
Old Parkland’s tenants and those who visit the academicallyoriented campus will have a better understanding and

appreciation of U.S. history.To represent
the dawning of America, for example, an
Eos Column was commissioned, a 45-foot
bronze obelisk surmounted by the Greek
winged Goddess of Dawn. Four portrait
statues, which pay tribute to our country’s
founding fathers and the principles on
which our republic was founded, encircle
the base of the monument: Adam Smith,
representing the free marketplace and
enterprise;Thomas Jefferson, representing
the American Revolution; James Madison,
The Eos Column
representing the Constitution; and John
Locke, the English philosopher, representing the Age of
Enlightenment. In addition to life size sculptures of George
Washington and Ben Franklin and larger than life replicas of
the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution,
Crow also commissioned a sculpture of Alexis de Tocqueville,
the French sociologist who visited the United States in 1831
and wrote a paean recognizing America’s unique and evolving
democratic experiment.
The architecture of Old Parkland may be Jeffersonian with
Palladian proportions and consist of classical temple forms
which echo Greek Democracy and the Roman Republic, but
the developer’s main objective was to create a business campus
culture that encourages interaction, collaboration, and a sharing
of ideas among its resident tenants and employees.The epitome
may well be the Debate Chamber, an elegantly appointed
18th century-style forum located in Century Hall, the intent
of which is to cultivate spirited dialogue and intellectual
exploration. Busts and famous quotes of ancient Greek and
Roman thinkers adorn the walls and hallways and underscore
the owner’s desire to fashion an intellectual petri dish that
encourages civil discourse in public about important matters
and affairs of state.

The Debate Chamber

The purpose of this utopian environment, then, is twofold: to
preserve and recognize a significant chapter in Dallas history as
well as “to make it a living, breathing place,” one that promotes
capitalism while also honoring the ongoing democratic
experiment that is America. As men of vision and action,
Harlan Crow and his associates have done just that… and so
much more. By introducing a unique business model for others
to admire and possibly emulate, Old Parkland may very well
reshape the Dallas real estate landscape. U
2016 HISTORIC HOME TOUR
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Highland Park • University Park • North Dallas • Preston Hollow • Turtle Creek
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A
Park
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every week to your front door!
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CYNTHIA H. BEAIRD
EXPERT IN RE SIDENCE
“D” Bes t Re alto r an d To p P ro d uc er 2 0 0 4 -2 0 1 5, H i s t o r i c P re s e r v a t i o n S p e c i a l i s t , Re l o c a t i o n S p e c i a l i s t
M et ro Tex As s o c i at i o n o f Re alto rs — Firs t Rec ip ien t of th e C ommu n it y S er vic e Award 2 0 1 0

For more than 30 years, Dallas native and
REALTOR® CYNTHIA BEAIRD has exceeded her
clients’ expectations with integrity, attention
to detail, and unparalleled knowledge of the
Dallas real estate market. Before you make
your next move, call Dallas’ resident expert in
residential real estate.
S O L D I N 2015
4339 Potomac Avenue*

4133 Hyer Street #5*

16 St. Laurent Place

5451 Auburndale Avenue

4206 Windsor Parkway

5614 Swiss Avenue

6019 Lakehurst Avenue*

12108 Edgestone Road*

6723 Waggoner Drive

3820 Marquette Street

3621 Turtle Creek Blvd 5K*

3821 Purdue Avenue*

3609 Bryn Mawr Drive

11016 Aladdin Drive*

4530 Edmondson Avenue*

5426 Glenwick Lane*

4320 Fairfax Avenue*

4324 Potomac Avenue

4123 Travis Street 11-D*

3454 Potomac Avenue

#

#

*Represented Buyer

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
3900 Potomac Avenue

Offered For $3,650,000

4544 Isabella Lane (1.14 Acre Lot)

Offered For $1,795,000

3502 Gillon Avenue

Offered For $1,650,000

6216 Golf Drive

Offered For $799,000

CYNTHIA H. BEAIRD
Founding Partner & Senior Executive Vice President
214.797.1167 | cynthia.beaird@alliebeth.com
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THANK
YOU
Honorary Chairs Jan and Fred Hegi
P

CHPS is privileged to have Jan and Fred Hegi as
honorary chairpersons for the 2016 Home Tour and
Luncheon. In their own words.... “our love of the
Park Cities is an ongoing passion we hold dear.”
Fred grew up in Tahoka,Texas and came to Dallas to attend
Southern Methodist University. After receiving a degree from
SMU, he then went to Boston to attend Harvard Business
School for his master’s degree, and on to the University of
Texas at Austin to receive a PhD. He has been recognized as
a Distinguished Alumni at both SMU and its Cox School and
has been inducted into the McCombs School Hall of Fame at
the University of Texas.
Jan Vestal Hegi grew up in Snyder, Texas during the
West Texas oil boom. After graduating from Snyder
High School, she received a degree in Elementary
Education from SMU where she was actively involved
with Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Jan and Fred married in 1967. In 1982, they moved back to
Dallas and settled in the Park Cities. Jan became involved
in PTA, helping with book fairs, being cafeteria and library
chair while their two sons attended Highland Park schools.
Fred founded Wingate Partners and has been Chairman of
Presenting Sponsor
Allie Beth Allman & Associates
Media Sponsor
D Home
Newspaper Media Sponsor
The Park Cities News/The Waters
Family
Home Owners
Cynthia & Brice Beaird
Margaret & Chris Cowan
Jana & Hadley Paul
Patty & Price Pritchett
Home Sponsors
Capital Distributing
Dave Perry-Miller Real Estate
Paige & Curt Elliott, Christine
McKenny, and Ralph Randall of
Dave Perry-Miller Real Estate
Angela Downes and Virginia Cook
Realtors
Legacy Sponsors
Highland Park Village Marketing
Group, LLC
Lentz Landscape Lighting
Frost Bank
Smart Systems
Venise & Larry Stuart
Vintage Sponsors
Anonymous
Autoscope Foreign Car Care
Benchmark Bank
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Carol Storey with Briggs Freeman
Sotheby’s International Realty
Central Market
Commonwealth Land Title Co.
Cynthia H. Beaird/Founding Partner
and Senior Executive Vice President
with Allie Beth Allman Real Estate
David Dike Fine Art
Davis-Hawn Lumber & Architectural
Millworks
Eiseman Jewels NorthPark
Harold Leidner Landscape Architects
Jean Bateman with Briggs Freeman
Sotheby’s International Realty
Lucinda Buford and Tessa Mosteller
with Briggs Freeman Sotheby’s
International Realty
Marlin Landscape Systems
Sleepy Hollow Homes
Southwest Gallery
Home Tour Chair
Venise Stuart
Honorary Chairs for the
Home Tour and Luncheon
Jan & Fred Hegi
House Selection Committee
Searcy Ferguson, Liz Farley, Stacey
McCord, Pierce Allman
Home Captains
Angela Downes, Shelby Fuqua,
Cynthia Beaird, Bruce Harbour

the Board for many companies including United Stationers;
Loomis, Fargo & Co., Kevco, Inc. and the lead independent
director of Austin Industries and Lone Star Technologies. He
currently serves on the boards of Texas Capital Bancshares,
Hallmark Cards and Drew Industries.
In addition to his corporate activities, Fred is active in several
Dallas-based non-profit institutions. He is a member of the
Board of Trustees of Southern Methodist University. He is
Immediate Past Chair of the Communities Foundation of
Texas and also serves on the boards of UT Southwestern
Medical Foundation and the AT&T Center for the Performing
Arts Foundation. Thirty years ago, he helped found InterFaith
Housing Coalition and was its first chair. In 2012, Jan and
Fred were recognized with the Spirit of Contact Award for
leadership and service to those facing life challenges and
significant personal crises. The Hegis are active members
of the First Presbyterian Church, and Jan was co-founder of
The Stewpot Alliance.
Jan and Fred have been married for 48 years. They have two
sons and six grandchildren. Their sons and daughters-inlaw graduated from Highland Park High School, and their
grandchildren also attend HPISD. U

Arrangements
Dan McKeithen, Dave Reichert,
Al McClendon
Ticket Chair
Meredy McClure
Patron Party Underwriter
de Boulle Diamond & Jewelry, Inc.
Distinguished Speaker Luncheon
Luncheon Sponsor - Doris Jacobs
with Allie Beth Allman Real Estate
Valet Sponsor - Park Place Porsche
Co-Chairs - Doris Jacobs,
Kim Calloway, Teffy Jacobs
Emcee - Scott Murray
Luncheon Committee
Deborah Brown, Liz Farley, Kendall
Jennings, Stacey McCool, Lucinda
Buford, Tish Key

AXIS Magazine
Kendall Jennings, Chair;
Editorial - Al McClendon,
Home Narratives - Joan Clark
Committee - Bruce Harbour, Price
Pritchett, Robby Skinner, Richard
Voreis, Dan McKeithen
Graphics and Design
Dunham Design, Inc.
Printing
Best Press
Public Relations
Adams Communications Public
Relations
Photographer
Danny Piassick
Donations
Kathryn Jodry, DDS; Kenneth
Hamlett, DDS

Classic & Antique Car Show
Polly and Dan McKeithen, co-chairs; Gifts in Kind
Lucinda Buford, Tish Key, Bobby
D Home, Tom Thumb Stores,
Geary, Price Pritchett, Bruce Harbour, KRLD News Radio 1080
Dave Reichert, Richard Voreis
Special thanks
Underwriting Committee
Organizations and individuals who
Cynthia Beaird, Deborah Brown,
provided articles for AXIS magazine
Robby Skinner, Price Pritchett,
Al McClendon, Richard Voreis,
Polly McKeithen, Dan McKeithen,
Bobby Geary
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DIOR

OUR STORES
AKRIS . ALEXANDER McQUEEN . ALICE + OLIVIA . ANNE FONTAINE . BALENCIAGA . BANDIER . BERETTA GALLERY . BILLY REID
BLUEMERCURY . BRUNELLO CUCINELLI . CAROLINA HERRERA . CÉLINE . CHANEL . CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN . COLE HAAN
DIANE VON FURSTENBERG . DIOR . DIOR BEAUTY . ELLIS HILL . EMILY SUMMERS STUDIO 54 . ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA . ESCADA . ETRO
FILSON . FIVE AND TEN . GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI . HADLEIGH’S . HARRY WINSTON . HERMÈS . JAMES PERSE . JIMMY CHOO
KIEHL’S SINCE 1851 . LAFCO NEW YORK . LEGGIADRO . LELA ROSE . LORO PIANA . MADISON . MARKET . PEEPER’S . RAG & BONE
RALPH LAUREN . ROBERTA ROLLER RABBIT . SAINT LAURENT . SCOOP NYC . SHINOLA . ST. JOHN . ST. MICHAEL’S WOMAN’S EXCHANGE
STELLA McCARTNEY . TOM FORD . TORY BURCH . TRINA TURK . VINCE . WILLIAM NOBLE RARE JEWELS

PARTIAL LISTING

TAX FREE SHOPPING REFUND LOCATION . COMPLIMENTARY VALET PARKING AND PERSONAL SHOPPING . GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE
AT MOCKINGBIRD LANE AND PRESTON ROAD
HPVILLAGE.COM

